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data-parallel techniques to efficiently perform model training
and evaluation of the latter step, but do not readily support
efficient, scalable sample generation required in the first step.
The focus of our work is in developing a scalable sample
generation algorithm to support meta learning which meets
three key desiderata. First, the common range of sampling
methods used by different meta learning techniques must be
supported. Adaption to a particular sample generation technique must only require minimal modification of the algorithm.
Second, for reasons of efficiency, the algorithm must only
conduct a single pass over the data, even for a large number
of samples to generate. Third, the algorithm must be general
enough to be used in a range of distributed, shared-nothing
platforms.
Obtaining these desiderata for sample generation from
large datasets in a ML setting is challenging for three reasons.
First, many scalable ML systems represent data as blockpartitioned matrices [6], [9], [10], which leads to the rows
and columns of the input matrix being spread across multiple blocks, each stored separately, potentially on different
machines in a distributed file system. Thus, sample generation
must also consume distributed, blocked data as input and produce distributed, block-partitioned sample matrices as output.
If we choose to sample a row or column from the given data,
we must ensure that it is correctly restored in the newly formed
blocks of the generated sample matrix.
The second challenge is that meta learning techniques may
require to read a composition of generated samples (e.g.,
during training on k − 1 folds in a round of k-fold crossvalidation, see Section IV-B for details). This composition
is not easily possible with a blocked representation. Naı̈ve
solutions for this challenge pose a scalability bottleneck as
they generate many copies of the input data.
The third challenge arises from the difficulty of mapping
particular sampling techniques to a distributed, shared-nothing
setting. For example, sampling with replacement is difficult to
conduct in a distributed setting, as the number of occurrences
of individual observations in a sample is correlated [11], [14].
Because of this correlation, we cannot easily generate the
components of a sample with replacement in parallel, for
reasons described in Section IV-C.
The contributions of this paper are the following:
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Abstract—Meta learning techniques such as cross-validation
and ensemble learning are crucial for applying machine learning
to real-world use cases. These techniques first generate samples
from input data, and then train and evaluate machine learning
models on these samples. For meta learning on large datasets, the
efficient generation of samples becomes problematic, especially
when the data is stored distributed in a block-partitioned representation, and processed on a shared-nothing cluster. We present
a novel, parallel algorithm for efficient sample generation from
large, block-partitioned datasets in a shared-nothing architecture.
This algorithm executes in a single pass over the data, and
minimizes inter-machine communication. The algorithm supports
a wide variety of sample generation techniques through an
embedded user-defined sampling function. We illustrate how
to implement distributed sample generation for popular meta
learning techniques such as hold-out tests, k-fold cross-validation,
and bagging, using our algorithm and present an experimental
evaluation on datasets with billions of datapoints.

I NTRODUCTION
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Numerous applications benefit from statistical analysis over
massive, complex datasets. Examples include the automatic detection of spam email, search engines learning to rank results,
and media platforms which recommend music and videos to
their users. For large datasets, these machine learning (ML)
applications often require parallel processing platforms on
shared-nothing clusters [6]–[10], and efficient training of ML
models has received recent attention [4], [11], [12]. However,
properly deploying ML in real-world settings requires more
than efficient, scalable model training alone. Other ‘meta’
issues must be dealt with as well, such as model selection,
parameter tuning and estimating model generalizability to
new data. Another potential issue is that some complex ML
applications may require more than one model to achieve
satisfactory accuracy.
Data scientists typically address the first set of issues using
cross-validation for estimating prediction quality of a model
for a given problem [1]–[3], while the latter is addressed using
ensemble learning to create a stronger model by combining
weaker models [4], [5]. The wide variety of meta learning
techniques for cross-validation and ensemble learning have
two common steps. First, samples are generated from the
input data. Second, ML models are trained and built on these
samples. Although efficiently conducting cross-validation and
ensemble learning at scale has been recognized as an important
challenge [13], existing systems for distributed, scalable ML
[6]–[9] lack a comprehensive meta learning layer supporting
both steps of meta learning. These systems typically provide
* work performed while visiting IBM Almaden Research Center

• We present a novel, general algorithm for distributed
sample generation from block-partitioned matrices in a
single pass over the data, which leverages skip-ahead
random number generators to sample partitioned rows or
columns in parallel. (Section III)

BACKGROUND

A. Meta Learning Example
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Our running example for the role of meta learning in ML
involves the use case of automatic spam detection. Given a
dataset of labeled emails, both spam and non-spam, obtain a
predictive model which can accurately classify newly arriving
emails as spam or non-spam. One example of a predictive
model would be a k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) classifier, which
for a given unseen email determines its label using labels of
the k most similar emails in the training data. The value of k
serves as a hyperparameter for k-NN, and must be tuned to
gain sufficient quality of the learned classifier. An example
for automating the tuning of the hyperparameter in k-NN
using hold-out test cross-validation would work as follows.
First, we draw two disjoint samples from the mails. Next,
we train nearest-neighbor classifiers with different values for
k on the first sample. Then, we evaluate the accuracy of
the resulting classifiers for predicting the labels of unseen
mails in the second sample. Finally, we select the value for k
with the best performance. Other ML classifiers have similar
hyperparameters which can be tuned using cross-validation in
a comparable way. A complementary meta learning technique
is ensemble learning. Ensemble learning builds a stronger
model by combining a set of weaker models [4], [5]. In our
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B. Block-Partitioned Matrices
Although meta learning techniques are straightforward to
implement on a single machine with random access to the
data, efficient implementations are difficult when the input
data is block-partitioned and stored on different machines
in a distributed filesystem in a shared-nothing architecture.
However, block-partitioning provides significant performance
benefits, including a reduction in the number of tuples required
to represent and process a matrix, block-level compression, and
the optimization of operations like matrix multiplication on a
block-level basis. Such benefits have led to the widespread
adoption of block-partitioned matrices in several parallel data
platforms [6], [9], [10].
Figure 1 illustrates our example dataset as a blockpartitioned matrix in a distributed filesystem. As shown in
Figure 1(a), the data is represented as a 6 × 4 matrix M where
each row represents an email and each column a feature. The
matrix is divided into square blocks according to a chosen
block size. In our example, we choose a block size of 2 × 2,
resulting in six different blocks, as shown in Figure 1(b). We
refer to individual blocks using horizontal and vertical block
indices, e.g., M2,1 denotes the block in the second row and
first column of blocks. Blocks are stored on different machines
across the distributed file system, where the assignment of
blocks to machines is usually random, as in Figure 1(c).
As we discuss in subsequent sections, this distributed blockpartitioned data representation creates multiple challenges for
efficient sample generation for scalable meta learning.
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II.

case, we draw many independent subsamples of the email
corpus, train a classifier on each of them and combine the
predictions of these classifiers afterwards. Datasets for such
ML use cases have a matrix-representation, where rows correspond to training instances and columns to instance features.
For the spam detection example, the matrix has a row for
each email, and a column for each feature. Although our
running example is small for explanatory purposes, we note
a real-world dataset would have millions of rows (emails) and
thousands of columns (features).

t

• We discuss how to efficiently generate samples for a
variety of meta learning techniques via a user-defined
sampling function embeddable in our algorithm. This
approach allows running different sampling techniques by
modifying only a few lines of code while still guaranteeing efficient sample generation. (Section IV)
• We extend our algorithm to support generating blocked
training sets for k-fold cross-validation, which requires
aggregate size almost equal to the given data. (Section IV-B)
• We show how our method supports distributed sampling
with replacement by leveraging an approach to compute
a multinomial random variate in a distributed, parallel
fashion. (Section IV-C)
• We perform a thorough experimental evaluation of our
algorithm on datasets with billions of datapoints. Our proposed algorithm scales linearly with input data size and
number of samples, and is up to an order of magnitude
faster than matrix-based sample generation techniques.
(Section V)

M3,2

DISTRIBUTED SAMPLE GENERATION ALGORITHM

In this section, we explain our algorithm for generating
sample matrices from a large, block-partitioned matrix stored
in a shared-nothing cluster. We discuss the case of generating
sample matrices from rows of the input matrix. However, the
same techniques apply to sampling columns of the input matrix
as well. We define the sample generation task as follows. Given
an m × n input matrix M , stored in blocks of size d × d, we
generate N sample matrices S (1) , . . . , S (N ) such that the rows
of a particular sample matrix S (i) are randomly drawn from
M . We store the sample matrices in blocks of size d × d.
A. Handling Partitioned Rows

M2,1

M3,2

partitioning of M
into blocks

III.

machine 2

(c) storage of blocks in a

distributed filesystem

Fig. 1: Sample dataset representation: matrix partitioned into
blocks, stored on different machines in distributed filesystem.

Let r be a row of M partitioned in blocks with the
horizontal block index b. Let v be the number of vertical blocks
of M . Then r is distributed over the v blocks, Mb,1 , . . . , Mb,v .
All machines processing one of these blocks must come to
the same conclusion regarding the occurrences of r in a
sample matrix S (i) . Figure 2 illustrates the scenario for our
mail example. We must determine in which sample matrices

Our algorithm calls the sampling-UDF to determine
occurrences of a row in the sample matrices. The samplingUDF has the following signature:
row id, rng, params → (samplematrix id, relative pos)∗

t

The first input parameter is the identifier of a particular
row to process: row id. The second input rng refers to
a PRNG instantiated by the algorithm, which provides the
‘skip-ahead’ functionality discussed in Section III-A. The
third input params denotes a set of user-defined parameters
(e.g., the number of samples to draw). The implementation
of the sampling-UDF must output a potentially empty set of
(samplematrix id, relative pos) tuples. Each tuple dictates
an occurrence of the row in a sample matrix denoted by
samplematrix id. This allows to generate occurrences in
different sample matrices with a single invocation. The value
relative pos is used by the algorithm to determine the order
of the rows in the sample matrices by sorting them according
to relative pos. For instance, we can randomize a sample
matrix by setting relative pos to a random number drawn
from rng.
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mail 3 will occur. Due to the blocked representation, the
row corresponding to mail 3 is partitioned and its partitions
are contained in blocks M2,1 and M2,2 which are stored on
different machines. The sample generation algorithm invokes
sampling in parallel on both machines holding the blocks, and
must give a deterministic and therefore reproducible result.
For two invocations with the same row on different machines,
it must return exactly the same destination in the sample
matrices. Otherwise, we could not guarantee that the row
is correctly restored in the sample matrix as row partitions
might be missing or placed in the wrong order. Furthermore,
this consistency must be guaranteed without requiring intermachine communication in order to achieve a high degree of
parallelism.
We solve this challenge by carefully choosing the pseudo
random number generator (PRNG) which our algorithm deploys. A PRNG generates a sequence of values p0 , p1 , p2 , . . .
that are approximately uniformly distributed. The generation
is initialized with a seed s and typically uses a recursive
transition function, ϕ, such that pi = ϕ(pi−1 ). A first step
towards guaranteeing consistent results in our algorithm is to
use the same seed s on all machines. This ensures all PRNGs
produce the exact same random sequence. Second, we use the
unique index of a row as the position to jump to in the random
sequence. For a row with index j, sampling must leverage the
j-th element, pj , from the produced random sequence. This
method will provide consistent results when partitions of row
j are processed in parallel on different machines. However, this
approach leaves open a performance question, as all random
elements up to pj−1 would have to be generated in order
to determine the value of pj with the recursive function ϕ.
To circumvent this performance issue, we use a special class
of PRNGs, which enables us to directly skip to an arbitrary
position in the random sequence (a so-called skip-ahead).
Mathematically speaking, these generators allow us to compute
the random element pj directly with a function ϕ̂(s, j) via the
seed s and the position j. PRNGs with this property are also
used in parallel data generation frameworks [15], [16].
B. Sampling-UDF

We embed into the algorithm a user-defined sampling
function, refered to as sampling-UDF, to specify the sampling
technique to apply. This function allows adaption to a wide
variety of sampling techniques with only a few lines of
code. We assume during integration of our algorithm into
a large-scale ML system that necessary sampling-UDFs are
implemented by experts and available to end users.

...
mail 3

M2,2

...

machine 1

...

...

M2,1

machine 2

Fig. 2: Parallel invocation of sampling on different machines
that process partitions of the same row.

C. Phased Execution

Our algorithm conducts the distributed sample generation
in three phases: (i) the ‘local-sampling’-phase decides which
rows of the input matrix M will occur in which sample matrices, (ii) the ‘block-preparation’-phase groups and sorts the
selected rows, and (iii) the ‘streaming-re-block’-phase finally
materializes the blocks of the sample matrices. Figure 3 shows
an example of the distributed execution of the three phases.
It details the individual steps in the algorithm for generating
two sample matrices, S (1) and S (2) . Both sample matrices
contain three mails out of our toy dataset of six emails M .
We assume execution in a distributed data processing system
that runs MapReduce-like programs, such as Hadoop [17],
Flink [18], Spark [19], and Hyracks [20], or in a distributed
database that supports UDTFs and UDAFs. Furthermore, we
assume that the overall size of the dataset (i.e., the dimensions
of the input matrix) is known. The three phases execute in a
single pass over the data. A traditional MapReduce system
runs the ‘local-sampling’ within the map-stage, the ‘blockpreparation’ within the shuffle and the ‘streaming-re-block’
during the reduce-stage.
1) ‘Local-Sampling’-Phase: This phase decides which
rows of the input matrix occur in which sample matrices.
Every machine in the cluster processes locally stored blocks
of the input matrix in this phase and uses the sampling-UDF
to sample partitions of rows from the blocks. Algorithm 1
illustrates the individual steps of this phase. Each machine
processes a block of the input matrix at a time and iterates
over the row partitions contained in the block (cf. line 4).
For each such row partition, it invokes the sampling-UDF (cf.
line 6) to determine the occurrences of this row in the sample
matrices. For every (samplematrix id, relative pos)
tuple returned by the sampling-UDF, the processing
machine emits a record with the following structure:
samplematrix id | vertical block index | relative pos
| row id | row partition as shown in line 7 & 8. The
field samplematrix id denotes the sample matrix in which

INPUT: large, blocked
matrix stored in
distributed filesystem

M1,1
M2,2

mail 1
mail 2
mail 3
mail 4
mail 5
mail 6

input matrix M

M3,1

M3,2
M1,2
M2,1

grouping of records on
samplematrix id &
vertical block index

[ 1 | 1 | .39 | 1 |

]

[ 2 | 1 | .44 | 1 |

]

[ 2 | 1 | .17 | 2 |

]

[ 1 | 2 | .05 | 3 |

]

[ 1 | 2 | .87 | 3 |

]

[ 2 | 1 | .98 | 5 |

]

[ 2 | 2 | .98 | 5 |

]

[ 1 | 2 | .39 | 1 |

]

[ 2 | 2 | .44 | 1 |

]

[ 2 | 2 | .17 | 2 |

]

[ 1 | 1 | .05 | 3 |

]

[ 1 | 1 | .87 | 3 |

]

(1) “Local-Sampling”

parallel selection of rows for sample
matrices via user-defined sampling
function

sorting of groups on
relative pos & row index

materialization of blocks of
sample matrices

[ 1 | 1 | .39 | 1 |

]

[ 1 | 1 | .05 | 3 |

]

[ 1 | 1 | .05 | 3 |

]

[ 1 | 1 | .39 | 1 |

]

[ 1 | 1 | .87 | 3 |

]

[ 1 | 1 | .87 | 3 |

]

[ 1 | 2 | .05 | 3 |

]

[ 1 | 2 | .05 | 3 |

]

[ 1 | 2 | .87 | 3 |

]

[ 1 | 2 | .39 | 1 |

]

[ 1 | 2 | .39 | 1 |

]

[ 1 | 2 | .87 | 3 |

]

[ 2 | 1 | .44 | 1 |

]

[ 2 | 1 | .17 | 2 |

]

[ 2 | 1 | .17 | 2 |

]

[ 2 | 1 | .44 | 1 |

]

[ 2 | 1 | .98 | 5 |

]

[ 2 | 1 | .98 | 5 |

]

[ 2 | 2 | .44 | 1 |

]

[ 2 | 2 | .17 | 2 |

]

[ 2 | 2 | .17 | 2 |

]

[ 2 | 2 | .44 | 1 |

]

[ 2 | 2 | .98 | 5 |

]

[ 2 | 2 | .98 | 5 |

]

(1)
S1,1

(1)
S1,2

OUTPUT: many large,
blocked sample matrices,
stored in distributed
filesystem
mail 3
mail 1
mail 3

(1)
S2,1

(1)
S2,2

(2)
S1,1

(2)
S1,2

sample matrix S(1)

mail 2
mail 1
mail 5
(2)
S2,1

(2)
S2,2

sample matrix S(2)

(3) “Streaming-Re-block”

(2) “Block-Preparation”

parallel grouping and sorting of
records to prepare materialization
as blocks

parallel creation of sample matrix
blocks from record groups in a
memory efficient way

t

invocation of user-defined sampling function,
schema of emitted records:
[ samplematrix id | vertical block index | relative pos |
row index | row partition ]
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Fig. 3: Example: Distributed generation of two blocked sample matrices, S (1) and S (2) from a blocked input matrix M .
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this row will occur, the field vertical block index is the
vertical index of the block of the input matrix from which we
sampled the row partition. The field row id has the row index
(e.g., the i-th row has index i) and the field relative pos
holds the relative pos value from the tuple returned by
the sampling-UDF. These two fields will later be used to
determine the position of the row in the sample. The field
row partition holds the data from the row partition that we
sampled. The ‘local-sampling’ phase is embarassingly parallel
as every block of the input matrix is processed independently.
Its maximum degree of parallelism is equal to the number
of blocks of the input matrix. In Figure 3, we see that the
’local-sampling-phase’ results in six records being emitted by
the first machine that stores and processes the blocks, M1,1 ,
M2,2 , M3,1 , and another six records emitted by the second
machine that processes the blocks, M3,2 , M1,2 , M2,1 .
2) ‘Block-Preparation’-Phase: The purpose of the next
phase is to prepare the materialization of the records emitted
from the ‘local-sampling’-phase as blocked matrices. For that,
we must group and sort the records. We use the data from
the fields, samplematrix id and vertical block index of
the record as a composite key for grouping. After grouping,
every resulting group contains the data for the column of
blocks denoted by vertical block index of the sample matrix
denoted by samplematrix id. As different column blocks
will be processed by different machines, we need to ensure that
all of the groups contain their records in the same order. Failing
to guarantee this would result in inconsistent sample matrices.
Therefore, we sort the groups on the field relative pos to
ensure collection of partial rows in the same order on all
machines. We additionally sort on the row id to obtain a
unique ordering even when relative pos is the same random
number for multiple rows. We omit pseudocode for this phase,
since distributed data processing systems provide sorting and
grouping functionality.

Figure 3 illustrates the two steps in this phase. First, we
form four groups of three records from the twelve records
emitted in the previous phase. Every group contains the row
partitions for a column of blocks of a sample matrix. The
topmost group, for example, contains the data for the first
column of blocks of sample matrix, S (1) , which consists of
(1)
(1)
the blocks, S1,1 and S1,2 . Analogously, the bottommost group
contains the data for the second column of blocks of sample
(2)
(2)
matrix S (2) , namely, the blocks, S2,1 and S2,2 . In a second
step, we sort these groups on the relative pos and row id
fields from the record, so that the records in each group have
the same order in which the corresponding rows will later
appear in their intended sample matrix.
3) ‘Streaming-Re-block’-Phase: The final phase materializes the distributed blocked sample matrices. Every participating machine processes a sorted group from the ‘blockpreparation’-phase and forms the blocks for a column of blocks
of the corresponding sample matrix. Algorithm 2 shows the
required steps. We allocate a single block as buffer (c.f., line 3)
which is filled with data from the field row partition of
incoming records in order (c.f., line 5). Whenever the buffer

Algorithm 1: ‘Local-Sampling’: Sampling from locally
stored matrix blocks.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Input: matrix block blk, random number generator rng,
sampling parameters params
Output: records containing the sampled rows
v ← read vertical index of blk
for row partition in blk
j ← index of row
for occ ← sampling UDF( j, rng, params )
emit record( occ.samplematrix id, v, occ.relative pos,
j, row partition )

Algorithm 2: ‘Streaming-Re-block’: Materialization of
sample matrix blocks.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Input: sorted record group rec group, sample matrix
identifier s, vertical block index v
Output: sample matrix blocks written to DFS
allocate buffer block blk with indexes 1, v
for rec ← rec group
add row partition from rec to blk
if blk is full then
write blk to DFS location for s
clear contents of blk
increment horizontal index of blk
if blk is not empty then
write blk to DFS location for s

of the input matrix cell-wise instead of row-wise, applying
the sampling-UDF at the cell level, and slightly modifying the
re-blocking to aggregate cells.
IV. S AMPLE GENERATION FOR DIFFERENT META
LEARNING TECHNIQUES WITH THE SAMPLING -UDF
In this section we show how to implement the sample
generation for common meta learning techniques based on
the previously described sample generation algorithm with
the sampling-UDF. Users aiming to implement generation
techniques beyond the ones described here can leverage the
presented UDFs as a template.
A. Hold-out Tests

pr
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block is completely filled, we write it back to the DFS and
clear it (cf. lines 7 & 8). We increment the horizontal index of
the buffer block afterwards. Finally, we write back potentially
remaining buffered data, to handle the case when the final
buffer block is not filled (c.f., lines 10 & 11).
Reblocking in this manner achieves a high degree of parallelism by allowing every column of blocks of every sample
matrix to be processed independently. The maximum degree
of parallelism of this phase is the number of sample matrices
N to be generated multiplied by the number of column
blocks (which equals the number of columns n of the input
matrix divided by the block size d). We also achieve high
memory efficiency, as only a single buffer block is necessary
to materialize a column block of a sample matrix. Figure 3
illustrates an example for this phase. We transform the four
record groups from the previous phase into blocked matrices.
Every group results in a column of blocks of a sample matrix.
(1)
(1)
We transform the topmost group into the blocks, S1,1 and S1,2
of sample matrix S (1) and the next group into the blocks,
(1)
(1)
S2,1 and S2,2 . The remaining two groups analogously form
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
the blocks, S1,1 , S1,2 , S2,1 , and S2,2 of sample matrix S (2) .
We store the blocks in the distributed filesystem.
This section focuses on generating sample matrices by
sampling rows of an input matrix, which is common for most
supervised learning use cases where each row corresponds
to a labeled training example. However, other ML use cases
require sampling at matrix cell level. One example is recommendation mining, which typically analyzes a matrix of
interactions between users and items to predict the strength
of unseen interactions [21]. Here, cross-validation holds out
individual interactions, which involves sampling matrix cells.
Our algorithm can extend to such cases, by processing blocks

Section II-A described a cross-validation technique known
as the hold-out test. The idea behind hold-out tests is to
randomly generate two sample matrices according to a userdefined train/test ratio using sampling without replacement.
We use the data from the first sample matrix (the training
set) to train a model and evaluate its prediction quality using
the second sample matrix (the test set). Figure 4 illustrates
the sample generation for a hold-out test using our example
dataset of six emails and a train/test ratio of two thirds. We
randomly choose four emails to form the training set, and the
remaining two comprise the test set. Algorithm 3 shows an
implementation of the sampling-UDF that generates the sample
matrices for a hold-out test. As described in Section III-C1, the
algorithm invokes the sampling-UDF for every row partition
of a processed block, and the result describes in which sample
matrices the row occurs. In the case of a hold-out test, every
row either occurs in the training set or in the test set. In order
to make this decision for a row with index j, we first skip the
random number generator rng to the position j in its random
sequence (c.f., line 3) to ensure reproducible results. Next, we
generate a random number between zero and one from the
rng and compare it to a user-defined train/test ratio to decide
whether the row occurs in the training set or the test set (c.f.
lines 4 to 8).
In order to improve the estimate of the prediction quality,
we might want to conduct more than a single hold-out test. It
is easy to adapt the implementation to generate several pairs
(say w) of training sets and test sets for a series of hold-out
tests. Algorithm 4 shows the necessary code. We simply repeat
the approach of generating a random number and using this
number to determine the occurrence of a row in the training set
or test set w times (c.f., lines 5 to 10). There is one difficulty
here: we need w random numbers for each invocation and
we have to ensure that every position in the random sequence

mail 1
mail 2
mail 3
mail 4
mail 5
mail 6

mail 3
mail 6
mail 2
mail 4

Algorithm 3: Sampling-UDF for a single hold-out test.
training set

1
2

mail 1
mail 5

test set

input matrix M

Fig. 4: Sample generation for a hold-out test: Creating a
training set from two thirds of the input rows and a test set
from the remaining rows.

3
4
5
6
7
8

Input: row index j, random number generator rng, params:
user-defined train/test ratio
Output: tuple denoting occurrence in training set or test set
skip ahead to position j in rng
r ← random number generated by rng
if r ≤ user-defined train/test ratio then
return occurrence in training set at position r
else
return occurrence in test set at position r

is only used for a single row to ensure that the results are
uncorrelated. Therefore, for each row index j ∈ {1, . . . , m}
(where m is the number of rows of the input matrix), we skip
the rng to the position (j − 1) ∗ w in its random sequence
and use the subsequent w random numbers for the current
invocation to determine the occurrences of row j (c.f. line 4).
A further feature could be to only use a subset of the data for
the training set and test set. This functionality can be easily
added by scaling down the train/test ratios and ignoring the
non-matching rows.

Algorithm 5: Naı̈ve sampling-UDF for k-fold crossvalidation.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Input: row index j, random number generator rng, params:
number of hold-out tests w, user-defined train/test ratios
Output: tuples occs: occurrences in training set or test set
occs ← ∅
skip ahead to position (j − 1) ∗ w in rng
repeat w times
r ← random number generated by rng
if r ≤ user-defined w-th train/test ratio then
add occurrence in w-th training set at position r to occs
else
add occurrence in w-th test set at position r to occs
return occs

B. K-fold Cross-validation
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The most popular cross-validation approach is k-fold crossvalidation [1], [22]. Here, we randomly divide the data into k
disjoint logical subsets (called folds) using sampling without
replacement, and execute k experiments afterwards. In every
experiment, we train a parameterized model with all but the
k-th fold as training data and test its prediction quality on
the held-out data from the k-th fold. In the end, the overall
estimate of the prediction quality of the model is computed
from the outcomes of the individual experiments.
Figure 5 illustrates 3-fold cross-validation on our mail
classification example. On a logical level, we assign the six
emails randomly to the three folds: mail 2 and mail 4
form the first fold,mail 3 and mail 6 the second, and
finally the third fold is comprised of mail 1 and mail 5.
We have to create the training sets and tests from the logical
folds for the three rounds of experiments. In the first round,
the test set consists of the mails from the first fold and the
training set is comprised of the rest of the data. In the second
round, the second fold becomes the test set and the remaining
data is used for training. In the third and final round, we train
on folds one and two, and test on the third fold. Algorithm 5
round 1

mail 2
mail 4
mail 1
mail 2

fold 1

fold 2

mail 5
mail 6

mail 1
mail 5

input matrix M

round 2

round 3

fold 1
fold 2

mail 6
mail 3

mail 3
mail 4

fold 3

11
12

shows a straightforward implementation of the sampling-UDF,
which directly creates the k training sets and tests for the k
rounds of k-fold cross-validation. Analogous to previous cases,
we skip the random number generator rng to the position in
the random sequence denoted by the row index j (c.f., line
3). Next, we generate a random number between zero and one
and compute the target fold f for the row from that (c.f., lines
5 & 6). Then, we make the function emit k occurrences of the
row: it occurs in the test set of the f -th round and in the k − 1
training sets of all other rounds (c.f., lines 7 to 11).
This naı̈ve approach is highly problematic as it creates k
copies of the input data, which poses a serious performance
and scalability bottleneck. Ideally, we would only want to
create the folds once (resulting in only a single copy of the
input data) and read k−1 of them as training set in every round.
Unfortunately, treating a set of generated sample matrices as
if they were a single big matrix does not work out-of-the-box.
The block-partitioned representation causes difficulties when
the dimensions of the sample matrix for a fold are not an exact
multiple of the chosen block size. In such cases, there will be
partially filled blocks at the bottom of the sample matrices,
which prevent us from treating a collection of sample matrices
as a single big matrix. Figure 6 shows an example for such a
case. We divide a matrix with ten rows into three folds, using a
block size of 2×2. The resulting sample matrix for the first fold
consists of four rows (with indices 1,2,3,4), while the sample
matrices for the second and third fold only consist of three
rows (with indices 5,6,7 and 8,9,10). This inevitably leads to
non-fully filled blocks at the bottom of the sample matrices for
the second and third fold, as we are representing three rows
with a block size of 2 × 2. In the first round of 3-fold crossvalidation we need to treat the second and third fold as a single
large matrix to be used as training set. Unfortunately, the rows
of the matrix are not correctly aligned, as we represent six rows
with four blocks of size 2 × 2. In a single big matrix, the rows
with indices 7 and 8 should share a block, but are spread over
two different blocks in our case, analogous to the rows with
indices 9 and 10. Having operators of an ML system consume
such an incorrectly blocked matrix would lead to inconsistent
results.
In order to circumvent the above issue in our algorithm,
we introduce a special mode called ‘dynamic sample matrix
composition’ for k-fold cross-validation. With this mode activated, the algorithm copies the non-fully filled bottom blocks
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9
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occs ← ∅
skip ahead to position j in rng
r ← random number generated by rng
f ← compute fold to assign to as ⌈r ∗ k⌉
for w ← 1 . . . k
if w = f then
add occurrence in w-th test set at position r to occs
else
add occurrence in w-th training set at position r to occs
return occs

t

Algorithm 4: Sampling-UDF for a series of hold-out
tests.

Input: row index j, random number generator rng, params:
number of folds k
Output: tuples occs: occurrences in training set or test set

fold 3
= test set
= training set

Fig. 5: Sample generation for 3-fold cross-validation
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Fig. 7: Generating bootstrap sample matrices from an input
matrix. Note that individual rows can occur more than once in
the sample matrices.
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of each generated sample matrix to a specific location in the
distributed filesystem and runs an additional job that creates an
additional matrix per training set from those blocks1 . Finally
the algorithm only reads the full blocks of the sample matrices
(neglecting the non-fully filled blocks) plus the additionally
created matrix as one large composed matrix. ‘Dynamic sample matrix composition’ requires only a single copy of the
input matrix plus k additional small matrices consisting of at
most k − 1 blocks. With ‘dynamic sample matrix composition’
activated, we implement k-fold cross-validation with a very
simple UDF that only triggers a single occurrence of each row,
as shown in Algorithm 6. After computing the fold f for the
row with index n analogous to Algorithm 5, we simply emit
a single occurrence in the sample matrix of fold f (c.f., line
6). We refer to this as fold-based approach.
Algorithm 6: Fold-based sampling-UDF for k-fold crossvalidation.

2
3
4
5
6

Input: row index j, random number generator rng, params:
number of folds k
Output: tuple denoting occurrence in fold

pr

1

as spam, we would combine the predictions of the individual
classifiers, i.e., by majority vote [22]. Efficiently drawing
bootstrap samples in a parallel, distributed way is a hard
problem [11]. In the following, we will explain why this is
the case and present our solution to the problem. So far,
we viewed the sample generation techniques discussed as
distributed generation of a categorial random variate. Take kfold cross validation on an input matrix with m rows as an
example: for each row we have to decide to which of the k
folds it must be assigned. This is equivalent to generating a
random variate r ∈ {1, . . . , k}m from a categorial distribution
of dimensionality m with possible outcomes {1, . . . , k}, each
having probability k1 . The j-th component rj of r holds an
outcome that describes to which of the k folds the row with
index j is assigned. In our algorithm, every invocation of the
sampling-UDF generates such a component. The generation of
a categorial random variate is easy to conduct in parallel in a
distributed system, as all components of such a random variate
are independent of each other, allowing us to generate them
in isolation.
In contrast to the sample generation that we have seen
so far, bootstrap samples are drawn using sampling with
replacement, which means every row occurs at each position
of every sample matrix with equal chance. A single row can
occur zero or many times in a generated sample matrix. Given
an input matrix with m rows and a desired bootstrap sample
size s, we have to generate a random variate r from the
1
1
multinomial distribution Mm (s; m
,..., m
) for the creation of
a sample matrix with bootstrap sampling. Here, a component
rj of r denotes the number of times that the row with index j
occurs in the sample matrix. Unfortunately, the components
of a multinomial random variate are not independent, but
1
1
negatively correlated: Say (r1 , . . . , rm ) ∼ Mm (s; m
,..., m
),
then if we fix the first component r1 to have value z, the
variate composed of the remaining components of r follows
a multinomial distribution with different probabilities [23]:
1
1
(r2 , . . . , rm ) ∼ Mm−1 (s − z; m−1
, . . . , m−1
). Because of this
correlation, we cannot easily generate the components of r
in parallel in isolation (existing approaches usually generate
multinomial random variates sequentially or with random
access to the variate as a whole [14]). Another constraint in
our case is that we do not know the exact number of rows
that a particular machine of the cluster is going to process, as
distributed data processing systems typically schedule processing tasks adaptively. A simple solution to integrate sampling
with replacement in our algorithm is to generate the whole
random variate for every desired sample matrix once on every
machine (our algorithm already exposes a random number

t

Fig. 6: Difficulties of treating a set of sample matrices as a
single large matrix during a round of k-fold cross validation
when matrix dimensions and block size do not align.

skip ahead to position j in rng
r ← random number generated by rng
f ← compute fold to assign to as ⌈r ∗ k⌉
return occurrence in f -th fold at position r

C. Sampling with Replacement (Bootstrap and Bagging)
Sampling with replacement is required by multiple meta
learning techniques, including approaches for both crossvalidation and ensemble learning. Bootstrap is a powerful statistical method for evaluating the quality of statistical estimators, and is applied to many cross-validation techniques [30].
One popular ensemble method leveraging sampling with replacement is bagging [5], which trains a set of models on
bootstrap samples of the input data and combines their predictions afterwards. In our example, we would draw bootstrap
samples of mails from our mail corpus (c.f., Figure 7), and
train a classification model on each sample matrix in isolation.
In order to decide whether to consider a newly arriving mail
1 Although this changes the order in the generated training set, it still
provides a uniformly random order as result.

t

sample per component [14]. We can improve the runtime
however with additional memory by caching the sampling
results from early invocations for large partitions that have
to be computed for many components. The sampling-UDF
for generating bootstrap samples (c.f., Algorithm 8) directly
invokes the recursive function sample multinomial to determine the number of occurrences of a row with index j in
the bootstrap sample (c.f., line 4). We skip the PRNG to the
position j ∗ s (c.f., line 5), where j ∈ {1, . . . , m} is a row
index and s is the desired sample size. This leaves the first
s positions in the random sequence for the computation of
the number of occurrences (via sample multinomial) and
another s positions for generating random numbers for the
relative pos values of the occurrences of row j.
The special case of block-partitioning of the input data
gives rise to even further performance improvements. Every
machine processes the data one block at a time, where a
block contains a large number of rows (e.g., 1000 by default
in SystemML [6]). We leverage this for an approach that
uses a single partitioning step only: We first create a random
variate r̂ from the multinomial distribution Mb (s; pb ), where b
equals the number of blocks to consider (the number of rows
divided by the block size) and the probability vector pb assigns
probabilities proportional to the number of rows per block2 .
A component r̂h of r̂ holds the totals of the components of r
corresponding to the rows included in the block with horizontal
index h. We use a fast sequential algorithm [14] to generate r̂
on every machine in the cluster. When we encounter the first
row of a block, we generate a temporary multinomial random
variate of dimensionality l and cardinality r̂h , where l is the
number of rows contained in the current block and h is the
horizontal index of that block. This random variate contains the
number of occurrences for every row of the current block and
only is kept in memory until the current block is processed.
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generator with a fixed seed on every machine), and then to
access the components corresponding to the rows to process.
This approach however has the constraint that there must be
enough memory available for all these variates.
To circumvent this constraint, we present a method that
enables us to compute a single compontent of a multinomial
random variate in isolation with constant memory requirements. We use the property that a multinomial is partitionable
by conditioning on the totals of subsets of its components. Let
r = (r1 , . . . , rm ) be a random variate from P
the multinomial
i
distribution Mm (s; p1 , . . . , pn ) and let z =
j=1 rj be the
sum of the first i components of r. ByP
fixing z we also fix
n
the sum of the remaining components
j=i+1 rj as s − z.
The left partition (r1 , . . . , ri ) then followsP
the multinomial
i
distribution Mi (z; pp1l , . . . , ppil ) with pl =
j=1 pj . Analogously, the right partition follows the multinomial
distribuPn
pn
pj . The
,
)
with
p
=
.
.
.
,
tion Mm−i (s − z; ppi+1
r
j=i+1
p
r
r
generation of the cumulative sum z necessary for the partitioning
Pican be conducted
Pi by sampling a binomial distribution:
z = j=1 rj ∼ B(s, j=1 pj ).
We use this property to define a recursive algorithm that
generates the components of a multinomial random variate in
parallel in a distributed setting (c.f., Algorithm 7). In order to
determine the component rn of a multinomial random variate
r of size t with equally probable outcomes (p1 , . . . , pm ), we
proceed as follows. First, we determine the middle index of
the current partition of the random variate that we look at
(c.f., lines 4 to 6). Analogously to previous implementations,
we skip the random number generator to this index to get
repeatable results when processing this partition on different
machines (c.f., line 7). Next, we sample from a binomial
distribution to determine how many occurrences to assign to
the left and right side of the current partition (c.f., line 8).
Finally, we recursively invoke the function for the left or right
side of the current partition, depending on the index j of the
component we aim to compute. The algorithm terminates when
we reach a single element partition (the component we look
for) or when the current partition is assigned zero occurrences
(c.f. lines 2 & 3).
This approach enables us to compute a multinomial random
variate in a distributed, parallel fashion with constant memory
requirements and without any intermachine communication.
However, it has the drawback of requiring a logarithmic
number of samples from binomials per component in contrast
to sequential techniques, which only require a single such

Algorithm 8: Sampling-UDF for bootstrap sampling.

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

Input: row index j, random number generator rng, params:
number of rows m, sample matrix size s
Output: tuples occs: occurrences in bootstrap sample
occs ← ∅
t ← sample multinomial( j, 0, m, s, rng )
skip ahead to position j ∗ s in rng
for 1 . . . t
r ← random number generated by rng
add occurrence at position r to occs
return occs

Algorithm 7: Recursive generation of a component of a
multinomial random variate.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

function sample multinomial( j, start, end, t, rng )
if start = end or t = 0 then
return t
size ← end − start + 1
sizelef t ← ⌊size/2⌋
mid ← start + sizelef t − 1
skip ahead to position mid in rng
tlef t ← binomial rand( rng, t, sizelef t /size )
if j ≤ mid then
return sample multinomial( j, start, mid, tlef t )
else
return sample multinomial( j, mid + 1, end, t − tlef t )

V.

E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION

We conduct experiments with Apache Hadoop 1.0.4,
Apache Spark 1.0 and Apache Hive 0.12 [25]. In every
experiment, we spend effort to tune system parameters to
improve performance. We run the evaluation on a 192-core
cluster consisting of 24 machines. Each machine has two
4-core Opteron CPUs, 32 GB memory and four 1 TB disk
drives. The datasets in use are synthetic. We generate random
matrices with uniformly distributed non-zero cells for a specified dimensionality and sparsity. Skew is not an issue for our
proposed approach, since the sampling is based on the row
2 Non-fully

filled bottom blocks have a lower probability of being selected.
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Fig. 8: Linear speedup for the generation of 20
sample matrices when increasing the input data
size on a fixed cluster size.
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Fig. 9: Effect of increasing the cluster and input
data size.
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Fig. 10: Linear speedup when increasing the
number of sample matrices for different sampling techniques.

implementation shows a linear speedup for both, bootstrap and
hold-out sampling (c.f., Figure 8 (b)). Unfortunately, Spark was
not able to efficiently handle the large matrices used in this
set of experiments (we terminated the execution when Spark’s
shuffle did not complete after 15 minutes).
Scalability with increasing data and cluster size: Next, we
investigate the effects of increasing the number of machines
proportionally to a growing amount of input data. Again we
generate 20 bootstrap and hold-out samples. We start with
a dense 250, 000 × 10, 000 matrix (having 2.5 billion nonzeros) as input on a cluster of six machines. In the following
experiments, we double the number of machines as well as
the number of rows of the input matrix, up to 24 machines
and 10 billion non-zeros. We measure the sample generation
from memory-resident input with our Spark implementation.
Figure 9 depicts the resulting execution times. Ideally, we
would see a constant runtime. However, it is not possible
to reach this ideal scale-out for many reasons (e.g., network
overheads). The same effect has been observed in other largescale ML systems [6]. Nonetheless, our algorithm achieves a
steady increase in execution time with growing data and cluster
size.
Scalability with increasing number of sample matrices:
Finally, we focus on the effects of increasing the number of
sample matrices to generate. We make our Hadoop implementation generate samples from a 500, 000 × 10, 000 matrix with
5 billion non-zeros. First, we generate up to 250 small sample
matrices, where every sample matrix contains one percent of
the rows of the input matrix (c.f., Figure10(a)). Next, we
increase the size of the sample matrices to five percent of
the input data and generate up to 50 sample matrices per
run (c.f., Figure10(b)). We test both cases with bootstrap and
hold-out sampling. Our results show that the runtime increases
linearly with the number of samples to generate and that
our algorithm is able to generate a large number of samples
efficiently with a single pass over the data. Again, the runtime
is higher for bootstrap sampling due to the higher complexity
of the underlying sampling process.
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index and not the data value. Analogous to [6], we employ
a fixed block size of 1000 × 1000 and optimize the physical
block representation for dense and sparse data.
The implementations of our algorithm in Hadoop and Spark
are straight-forward. The ‘local-sampling’-phase is implemented within a map operator, the ‘block-preparation’-phase
is automatically conducted in the shuffle-phase of Hadoop
and implemented with a group operator in Spark. Finally, the
‘streaming-re-block’-phase is conducted by a reduce operator.
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The goal of the first set of experiments is to evaluate the
scalability of our algorithm with regard to the size of the input
data, the number of machines in the cluster and the number
of samples drawn.
Scalability with increasing data size: First, we look at
the effects when generating samples from increasing input
sizes on a fixed number of machines (the whole 192-core
cluster). We start with a dense 100, 000 × 10, 000 matrix with
1 billion entries. We repeat this experiment on larger matrices
by increasing the number of rows of the input, so that we
obtain matrices with 2.5 billion, 5 billion, 7.5 billion and
finally 10 billion entries. We test two sampling techniques
on every input matrix. First, we generate 10 training set/test
set pairs for hold-out-testing (c.f., Section IV-A). Second, we
draw 20 bootstrap samples of the data (c.f., Section IV-C).
In order to make the results comparable, we configure the
sample sizes so that the aggregate size of the sample matrices
is equal to the size of the input matrix. The disk-based Hadoop
implementation reads the input matrix from the DFS and
writes back the sample matrices to the DFS. For our memorybased Spark implementation, we test the sample generation
from in-memory matrices: here the input matrices are already
cached in-memory and we only materialize the resulting
sample matrices in-memory. Figure 8(a) shows the results
of this series of experiments. We observe a linear speedup
for both implementations and sampling techniques. Bootstrap
sampling incurs a higher overhead to the runtime, due to the
higher complexity of sampling from a multinomial (c.f., Section IV-C). As expected, the Spark implementation is up to ten
times faster than Hadoop, because it reads from and writes to
memory and applies hash-based grouping. We repeat this set
of experiments for matrices with 90% sparsity. We start with a
500, 000 × 20, 000 input matrix comprised of 10 billion entries
(and 1 billion non-zeros). Again, we increase the number of
rows to obtain matrices of size 25 billion, 50 billion, 75 billion
and 100 billion, and execute both sampling techniques on
those. Analogous to the previous experiment, the Hadoop

B. Benefits of ‘Dynamic Sample Matrix Composition’ for Kfold Cross-validation
Next, we evaluate the benefits of our ‘dynamic sample matrix composition’ technique for k-fold cross-validation
(c.f., Section IV-B). We make our Hadoop implementation
generate the training sets and test sets for 5-, 10- and 20-fold
cross-validation on a dense 100, 000 × 10, 000 matrix with
1 billion entries as well as on a sparse 500, 000 × 20, 000
matrix with 1 billion non-zeros. For every case, we first
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Fig. 11: Runtime and output sizes when generating training
sets and test sets for k-fold cross-validation with and without
‘dynamic sample matrix composition’.
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generate the training sets and test sets directly with the naı̈ve
approach. We compare this to the generation of the training
sets and test sets via k-folds with ‘dynamic sample matrix
composition’ activated in our algorithm. Figures 11(a) and
11(b) depict the results of this experiment for the dense and
sparse matrices. The plots on the left show the execution times
of both approaches. We see that the time of the naı̈ve method
grows linearly with increasing k, while the execution time
of the fold-based approach stays constant. This is expected
because the naı̈ve approach has to create k copies of the
data, while the fold-based method only has to create the
folds (summing to a single copy of the input data) plus some
extra blocks to allow for the dynamic composition of sample
matrices. In the case of 5-fold cross-validation on the sparse
matrix, the naı̈ve approach is faster as it only runs a single
pass over the input data, while the fold-based approach has to
additionally process the partially filled blocks of the sample
matrices after generation, for creating the extra blocks for
dynamic composition. For k > 5, the fold-based approach
outperforms the naı̈ve approach in all cases by a factor between
1.6 and 3.3. The plots on the right side of Figure 11 show the
ratio of output size (the sample matrices forming the training
sets and test sets) to input size. As expected, the naı̈ve approach
produces an output that is k-times as large as the input size. On
the contrary, the fold-based approach produces a much smaller
output: it creates k folds, which, in combination, have the same
size as the input. Additionally, the fold-based approach has to
create extra blocks per training set from the non-fully filled
blocks of the folds (c.f., Section IV-B). In the case of the
dense matrix, the additional output size for the extra blocks
amounts to a factor between 0.1 and 2.2 of the input size
(which is still small compared to the sizes produced by the
naı̈ve approach). In the case of sparse matrices, the additional
output size for the extra blocks is tiny (as we represent only
the non-zeros of blocks) and ranges from a factor of 0.003 to
0.008. In summary, the fold-based approach provides a runtime
constant in k (instead of linear in k for the naı̈ve approach)
and produces output sizes that are up to an order of magnitude
smaller.
C. Comparison against Matrix-based Sample Generation

This experiment demonstrates that our proposed algorithm
provides a huge performance benefit over implementing sampling with matrix operations. Many large-scale ML systems
(e.g., [6], [8]–[10]) offer operators to conduct linear algebraic
operations on large matrices, including ones required for
sample generation, which is performed using linear algebra
as follows. Assume we want to generate sample matrices with
a total of p rows from an m × n input matrix M . For that,
we have to create a binary, sparse ‘selection’ matrix S of size
p × m. This selection matrix contains only a single non-zero
entry per row and is multiplied to the left with the input data
matrix: SM = A. The resulting matrix A contains all p rows
selected for the sample matrices. Setting the value (i, j) in the
selection matrix S makes the j-th row of the input matrix M
appear at the i-th position of A. We obtain individual sample
matrices by slicing A.
We compare our algorithm to sample generation with
existing distributed matrix operations. The latest version of
Apache Mahout [8] provides a Scala-based domain specific
language (DSL) for distributed linear algebraic operations on

row-partitioned matrices. Programs written in this DSL are
automatically parallelized and executed on Apache Spark.
We implement matrix-based sample generation as follows in
Mahout’s DSL. First, we load the input matrix M from the
DFS into memory on our cluster. Next, we programatically
create the sparse selection matrix S in-memory. We multiply
the distributed data matrix M on the left by the sparse
selection matrix S to obtain A. Since A is a concatenation of
all requested sample matrices, we finally read the individual
sample matrices in parallel as slices of A.
// load distributed input data matrix
val M = loadMatrixFromHDFS(...)
// create in-memory selection matrix
val S = createSelectionMatrix(input, numSamples, ...)
// distributed multiplication of selection matrix
// and input matrix
val A = S %*% M
// read individual sample matrices as slices
// of A in parallel
(0 until numSamples).par.foreach { ... }

We compare the performance of the matrix-based sample generation with Mahout’s DSL on Apache Spark against a Spark
implementation of our algorithm. Since Mahout is optimized
for handling sparse data, we use matrices with 90% sparsity
in this evaluation. We generate 20 hold-out samples from
several large matrices with up to 500, 000, 000 non-zeros and
measure the execution time. Both approaches read the input
matrix from the DFS and materialize the individual sample
matrices in-memory. The results shown in Figure 12 show our
algorithm handles the sample generation in very short time
(only 87 seconds for the largest matrix) with its runtime only
moderately affected by the input size. On the contrary, the
matrix operations in Mahout need 5 to 20 times longer for
the sample generation. Furthermore, the matrix-based approach
does not scale well, as a linear increase of the data size leads
to super-linear increases in the runtime. These results indicate
that large-scale ML systems benefit from a dedicated sample
generation machinery.
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Fig. 12: Comparison of our
Spark implementation to a
matrix-based approach with
Mahout’s Spark DSL.
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Fig. 13: Comparison of our
Hive implementation to joinbased sample generation in
Apache Hive.

D. Comparison against Join-based Sample Generation

Next, we implement our algorithm in HiveQL, with the
sampling-UDF implemented as a UDTF. Analogous to the
join-based approach, the sample generation requires only a
single query: we extract row partitions from the blocks, apply
the sampling function, group the result and form blocks
with reblock.
SELECT sm_id, sm_h_index, v_index, sm_block FROM (
SELECT sm_id, v_index, collect(row, rel_pos) AS col
FROM (
SELECT sm_id, v_index, rel_pos, row FROM input
LATERAL VIEW explode(block) AS offset, row
LATERAL VIEW sampling_UDF(h_index *
1000 + offset, params) AS sm_id, rel_pos)
GROUP BY sm_id, v_index)
LATERAL VIEW reblock(col) AS sm_h_index, sm_block

Figure 13 shows the execution times for generating 20, 30,
40, and 50 bootstrap sample matrices with 10, 000 rows each
from a dense 500, 000 × 10, 000 matrix. We omit the time
for creating and filling the assignments table in the joinbased approach, as we had to conduct this manually before
running the experiment. Both approaches only require a single MapReduce job. Hive selects a broadcast hash-join for
executing the join-based approach. The results illustrate that
our proposed approach outperforms the join-based approach
in all experiments, although the latter one has competitive
performance. However, our approach has the additional benefit
of eliminating both materialization of a temporary assignments
table and the required join of this table with the input data.
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Our final experiment compares a SQL-based bootstrap
sampling technique [24] to our approach. This technique
assumes the input matrix is stored in a relational table and
executes in two steps. First, a temporary table describing
assignments of rows to sample matrices is created. Second,
this temporary assignments table is joined with the input matrix
table to form the sample matrices. This approach has several
drawbacks for our ML use case. First, the non-blocked matrix
representation, where every cell is individually represented, has
huge performance penalties for many operations [6]. Secondly,
while many ML toolkits and systems offer primitives for linear
algebraic and statistical operations, many lack join primitives [6], [8]–[10]. Nevertheless, we perform this experiment
to illustrate the benefits of our approach which eliminates both
the need for the temporary assignment table and the join.
We adapt the join-based approach to use a blocked
matrix representation for dense matrices. We implement
the join-based approach in the distributed query processor
Apache Hive using HiveQL3 . The input is held in the table input with the schema (h_index INT, v_index INT,
block ARRAY<ARRAY<DOUBLE>>), where h_index and v_index
refer to the horizontal and vertical index of a block and block
represents its contents as a two-dimensional array. Again,
we employ a block size of 1000 × 1000. The temporary
table is called assignments with the schema (sm_id INT,
row_id INT, sm_pos INT) where sm_id denotes the sample
matrix, row_id the row to select and sm_pos the position
for the row in the sample matrix to create. We implement
the user-defined aggregation function reblock, which forms
blocks from a collection of rows (c.f., ‘streaming re-block’
in Section III-C3). Unfortunately, we do not find an elegant
way to create and fill the assignment table during query time
in Hive, so we decide to create and fill it upfront and omit
the time required for that in the evaluation. After creation of
that table, we execute the sample generation in a single query:
we extract row partitions from the blocks of the input matrix,
join these row partitions with the assignments table, group
the result and materialize the blocks with reblock:

LATERAL VIEW explode(block) AS offset, row)
JOIN assignments a
ON r.row_id = a.row_id
GROUP BY a.sm_id, r.v_index, floor(a.sm_pos / 1000);

t
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execution time (sec)

execution time (sec)

1000

algorithm − Spark
mahout−DSL − Spark

-- Creation and filling of assigments table omitted
SELECT a.sm_id, floor(a.sm_pos / 1000),
r.v_index, reblock(r.row, a.sm_pos) FROM (
SELECT h_index * 1000 + offset AS row_id,
v_index, row AS r FROM input
3 LATERAL VIEW is HiveQL’s statement for applying table-generating
functions. We omit aliases for lateral view statements to improve readability.

VI.

R ELATED W ORK

Non-distributed languages and libraries for machine learning offer extensive meta learning functionality. R [26] has support for cross-validation in the ‘Design’, ‘DAAG’ and ‘Boot’
packages, scikit-learn [27] offers the ‘sklearn.cross validation’
package and furthermore includes models with built-in crossvalidation. MATLAB provides a ‘model building and assessment’ module in its statistics toolbox.
In recent years, many systems and libraries have been proposed for scalable, distibuted ML; however, these lack support
for a comprehensive meta learning layer. A comprehensive vision for meta learning on large ML datasets is presented as part
of MLBase [13]; however, the proposed optimizer has not been
implemented yet. SystemML [6] executes programs written in
an R-like language called DML in parallel on MapReduce.
SystemML requires manual expression of sample generation
and model evaluation in terms of matrix operations in DML
[12]. Cumulon [9] executes matrix-based data analysis programs in the cloud, but presents no meta learning functionality.
Apache Mahout [8] offers implementations of ML algorithms
in MapReduce and recently switched to building upon an Rlike DSL that executes in parallel on Apache Spark. Mahout
provides limited meta learning functionality for individual
algorithms (e.g. hold-out testing for recommendation models),
but lacks a principled meta learning layer. GraphLab [28] trains
ML models using an asynchronous, graph-parallel abstraction,
and presents a Python API supporting evaluation for recommenders and regression models. However, we are unaware of
any description for mapping meta learning onto GraphLab’s
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VII.

C ONCLUSIONS AND O UTLOOK

pr

In this paper, we propose a general, single-pass algorithm
for generating sample matrices from large, block-partitioned
matrices stored in a distributed filesystem. Embedded in the
algorithm is a user-defined sampling function allowing adaption to a variety of meta learning techniques with minimal code
modification. We discuss implementing common meta learning
techniques using the sampling UDF, particularly distributed
sampling with replacement and generation of training sets for
k-fold cross-validation. We implemented our algorithm in three
different systems: Apache Hadoop, Apache Spark, and Apache
Hive. Through extensive empirical evaluation, we found our
algorithm scales linearly for both input data size and number
of samples. Our algorithm outperforms matrix-based sample
generation techniques by more than an order of magnitude
and is faster than an approach using a distributed hash-join.
In future work, we plan to extend the scope of meta learning and sampling techniques implemented (e.g., adding support
for stratified sampling). Tighter integration with existing large
scale ML systems would further leverage their capabilities
for optimizing meta learning comprehensively (e.g., have MLsystem optimizers provide algebraic rewrites to exploit specific
data partitioning such as the folds generated for k-fold crossvalidation). Finally, we plan to explore application of our
algorithm to use cases beyond meta learning.
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a customizable random sampler is applied to large datasets.
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does not offer the generation of a large number of samples in a
single pass over the data. Grover et al. [29] propose extending
the MapReduce execution model to efficiently implement
predicate-based sampling so that required cluster resources for
sample computation are a function of sample size instead of
input data.
Cohen et al. [24] present a SQL-based approach for distributed generation of bootstrap samples. In contrast to our
work, this approach is not designed for block-partitioned data
and requires the generation of a temporary assignment table
as well as join primitives (c.f., Section V-D). Spark produces
bootstrap samples from distributed datasets via a so-called
‘takeSample’ action. This action uses Poisson sampling, which
will not guarantee a fixed sample size and therefore requires
to draw a much larger sample than requested. Furthermore, the
sampling must potentially be repeated if the Poisson sample
is too small. Kleiner et al. [30] present an alternative to
the classical bootstrap called ‘bag of little bootstraps’ which
combines the results of bootstrapping multiple small subsets
of a larger original dataset.
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